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TO THE NORTH COAST OF DEVON: COLLABORATIVE 
NAIQGATZON 
Navigation-knowing where one is and finding a safe route-is a fundamental 
aspect of all exploration. In unfamiliar terrain, one may use maps and 
instruments such as a coinpass or binoc~~lars io assist, and people often 
collaborate in finding their way. This paper analyzes a group of people driving a 
humvee from a base camp to the north coast of Devon Island in the High 
Canadian Arctic. A complete audio recording and video during most stops 
aIlows a quantitative and semantic analysis of the conversations when the team 
stopped to take bearings and repfan a route. Over a period of 2 hours, the 
humvee stopped 20 times, with an average duration of 3.15 min/pause and 3.85 
min moving forward. The team failed to reach its goal due to difficult terrain 
causing mechanical problems. The analysis attempts to explain these facts by 
considering a variety of complicating factors, especially the navigation problem 
of relating maps and the world to locate the humvee and to plan a route. The 
anaiysis reveals patterns in topic structure and turn-taking, supporting the view 
that the collaboration was efficient, but the tools and information were 
inadequate for the task. This work is relevant for planning and training for 
planetary surface missions, as well as developing computer systems that could 
aid navigation. 
I ~ T ~ ~ ~ U C ~ I ~ ~ :  PRACTICAL AND SCIENTIFIC OBJECTNES 
During Apollo lunar traverses the astronauts relied on CapCom, a Mission Control 
poht of contact in Hotiston, to help the= navigate and use "heir time wisely. Until roads 
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are built and signs deployed, fbture lunar traverses will pose the same navigation 
difficulties encountered in Apollo, especially when exploring new areas. Even robotic 
teleoperations from earth will require teams to relate imagery to their maps and route 
plans. Consequently, it will be useful to better understand how people navigate using 
maps and what problems 'hey encounter in coordinating what they see, interpret, and say 
when driving a vehicle in hazardous terrain. 
In particular, Apollo's lunar traverses illustrate that detours are often required when 
the terrain is unfamiliar and irrea4ar> and these detours necessitate repeatedly re- 
establishing one's location and replanning a route. This problem occurs despite learning 
to recognize and name landmarks (such as craters) from photographs, as exemplified 
while driving the rover in Apollo 17': 
1462232 Gene Cernan: Look at that. Right on the southeastern ... 
LdQ:Q:34 Jack Sch-~itt: Now, wzit a QLmte. 
146:22:35 Cernan: ...( Correcting himself) southwestern rim. 
146:22:36 Schmitt: Yeah, yeah. 
146:22:37 Ceman: (Perhaps looking at cuff checklist #22) Yeah, because Koratio's 
got to be on our right. Well, wait a minute, doggone it. 
146:22:41 SckT.;;,tt: It's not &-&io, is it? 
144:22:43 Cer-nan: kVeU, we're at G44, 1.7. 
146:22:46 Bob Parker (CapCom): Stand by. (Pause) 
146:22:52 Schmitt: No, I thi,nk that's Camelot. Horatio didn't ... 
146:22:53 Cernan: That's too ... That's too ... 
146:22:54 Schmitt: ... have blocks that far up the rim. 
146:22:55 Cernan: ... Let me ... Yeah, let me look in the bottom. I'll tell you. I 
146:22:58 Schmitt: Yeah. 
146:23:00 Parker: That kind of sounds like Camelot to us. . . . 
remember. 
Even using today's technologies like a global positioning system (GPS) that might 
pinpoint location automatically, a route suitable for the mobiiity of the transpOrtation 
vehicles and robots must still be found. Routes must adapt to local conditions (e-g., cliffs 
and loose rocks) and therefore looking ahead during travel is required. Jumbled lunar 
terrain required many detours2: 
142:26:25 Cernan: We're doing a little zig-zag navigation. I literally came up a 
slope at about a heading of 240 (WSW). We couldn't get through the actual turn to the 
through some relatively local unduIating dopes that get pretty steep, but it seems to be no 
problem. 
- south because there is a big crater right at the foot of it. So we're just making ow way- 
In such circumstances, explorers need to articulate their location hypotheses and 
142:31:58 Cernan: Jack, I'm going to head right along this ridge because I think 
142:32:01 Schmitt: Yep, that's Nansen down there. 
route plans to each other: 
that's the depression we were talking about. 
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142:32:02 Ceman: Were  are you looking? Right there? 
142:32:04 Schmitt: I think, right below. .. 
142:32:06 Cernan: I think you're right. I think that's it. Let me get over here, and 
then I'll head a little bit to the south. 
be .... 
coming up on the northern side of Nansen. 
1 A ? . 2 7 . 1 3  C-tr-.:~. T7-,L 
~ ~ ~ . J ~ . ~ ~  L > b l u 1 u L L .  1 tal, we're z :ittie ~ i l o i " ~  west, I tlii&, thm wz iritcmd~d to 
1-42:33-:29 Czman: Bob, my best guess - let's see, 077, 7.7, 6.6 - is that we're 
An external assistant, such as CapCom, using perhaps different maps and lacking 
the astronauts' point of view, as  ell as not seeing their gestures, must sometimes 
struggle to foI.low along3: 
144:22:22 Schnitt: I've sort of lost track (of the two bright craters) ... 
144~2223 Ceman: We're about there Qointing at the asp). 
144:22:24 Parker: I think we expected you guys to be a little bit fmher north ... 
1449226 Cernan: I think we want to be more to the left. 
1442226 Parker: ... We were guessing a heading (means "reading") of 080 for the 
bearing (to ihe LM) which really kind of says you were going a bit farther north than this. 
[~arker  is coqfiisectf 080 was the becrr-i,qg at the cancelled MY stop Houston 
zstz'mcte3 that Sfcztion 3 will be at 08W6.1. Gene (Ce:.txm) is ciirretzdy at 087/5..3, u" s h r t  
distance southeast of where they want to be. J 
Such interactions raise questions about automating CapCom's navigational role. If 
Bob Parker became cokfused when relating the current route to the plan and adjusting the 
plan, how could a computer program do better? Smaller robots might find a way 
automatically or through teleoperation from a base camp, but such routes might prove 
impassable for larger vehicles. whether we are considering people expIoring or robotic 
scouts or some combination, we need to learn much more about navigation in unfamiliar 
terrain so we can build the right tools and adopt practical operations procedures. For 
example, is a crew of two likely to be so overburdened that an external CapCom is 
necessary? Could a computer assistant automate some of these navigation tasks or at least 
help CapCom follow along? 
Analyzing the historical record of Apolfo traverses is an excellent way to 
understand the navigation probIems we will encounter on the moon and Mars.4 Studying 
exploration in unfamiliar terrain on earth, particularly in lunar and mars analog 
study people handling serious location and route problems, focusing on the strengths and 
limitations of their decision making and communication practices. 
topographies, provides another opportunity, which is the approach of this paper. We - 
The present study involves two scientists driving a humvee accompanied by two 
"scouts" on all-terrain vehicles (ATVs), carrying out an operational test in unfamiliar 
terrain to the north coast of Devon Island in the Canadian High Arctic. This group 
. .  _ _  
" This italicized note was inserted by Eric M. Jones, the editor of the ALSJ. 
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constitutes a small “away team,” on a one night trip from base camp. To replicate a 
protocol used on an earlier humvee trip, in which the scouts are simulating robots, GPS is 
used only to establish waypoints and record progress, not to navigate. The experience of 
this group reveals that GPS would have saved a great deal of time in locating the humvee, 
h.,+ rr,n,xlA how,, 
U U L  V V U U l U  l l V L  11av-G been s‘cfficieiit for findiiig a sa.% ziis efficient route. 
T-his-paper appro-achcs the- hamyee trip from two perspectives: as-an aimlag mCssion 
report with practical implications for planetary exploration and as basic research in 
cognitive science. The analysis presented here will straddle these practical and scientific 
perspectives, on the one hand seeking to explain the outcome of the operational test and 
lessons learned, arid on the other hand, to explore the data in an open way to learn about 
decision making dialogues during a navigation task. 
The scientific stw3y of qrrigation involves igvvestigztisr, in g g t ~ ~ a l  w ~ r k  set&gs, 
recording teamwork, and relating diverse perceptual cues, gestures, and artifacts (maps 
and instruments). For these reasons, the problem of group navigation was mostly ignored 
in psychology until researchers took seriously that cognition is situated (located 
physicaiiy and socialiy conceived), distributed (among people, computational devices, 
and mddities of repmentiion s ~ h  8s gesttzre slnd speech), md i~~,rte:.,nctive (involving 
feedback oii differeilt levels TV-5th otha people mci m a A i i ~ s ) . ~  Chase md Chi6 pioneered 
the study of spatial reasoning in navigation by relating routes to the hand-drawn maps of 
taxi drivers. Hutchins is probably the most well-hown synthesis of situated 
cognition issues in a navigation setting, particularly his studies of an airplane cockpit. 
As the Apollo transcripts make obvious, the teamwork of navigation can involve a 
complex dime between pilot and co-pilot, involving looking, pointing, describing, and 
questioning. Such exclianges, called turn-taking, have been formalized in the field of 
social linguistics since the 1 9 7 0 ~ . ~  The data collected in the humvee affords studying how 
the sequence of topics relates to different speakers. The speakers have different roles in 
driving and navigating, and this is manifest by how they focus on the world and the map, 
as they coordinate locating where they are and finding a route. 
The present investigation is not an experiment with pre-defined variabIes and 
hypotheses. Rather, as much as the trip for the geologist and biologist involved exploring 
new terrain, the trip was also exploratory for the cognitive scientist. One might call this a 
“natural experiment,” in the sense that the scouting protocol involved well-defined goals, 
players, communications, and limited interaction with the outside world. On the other 
hand, the trip was not designed to produce useful information about decision making, 
cognitive processes in using aerial photographs, or teamwork. Rather, such issues and 
their relevance were discovered along the way, in the manner of geologists and biologists 
discovering in the field materials and patterns relevant to their interests. Hence, the 
analysis of the navigation dialogues indudes a strong classificatory aspect of sorting 
through data to find statistically significant patterns. 
__ 
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The humvee pilot and navigator thought they would arrive at the north coast by 
midnight; their appraisal of the task was incorrect. This becomes the starting point of our 
study of their decision making and communication practices. Using the audio and 
photographic record, we work backwards to analyze the outcome of traverse and how this 
what can we learn about the difficulties of the navigation task from the dialogues in the 
humve-e? 
i&ites ta i ~ d h i d t i d  zC: groiip de~is i~ns .  T h  2 c~iikii: research q ~ i e ~ t i ~ ~  of this pgpci is, 
in  our analysis, we find that the excursion suffered from Iack of information (both 
iocaily and globally in the route). Perhaps intentionally, to carry out the experimental 
route-finding protocol, they did not reflect on trends and the impact of recurrent problems 
on the overail goal to adopt a different strategy. From these difficulties we can posit 
planning, route-mapping tools, and alternative protocols (e.g., different scouting 
methods) that might have ensured s~ccess in reaching the coast. 
Regarding our practical concern with planetary exploration, understanding 
navigation is directly relevant to an ongoing research project, called Mobile Agents. 
Using the rubric of “automating CapCom”’oy’l, we are developing computer agents that 
astrmaW cit? vsice covmmd dxrir,g i: extravehicda activit;r (EVA) to coatro! devices 
(e&, cmerzs, robots), store and access E‘?A data (e.& 1yaiZe phces 2nd coninie~t on 
photographs), and receive location, procedural, and schedule advice. During such speech 
interactions, the computer system must “tdce turns” in i? way that follows conventional 
patterns, such as not interrupting people when they are taking to each other, respecting 
authority12, confirming commands and signaIing problems, and making contextual 
inferences. l3 Related robotic research has considered how to develop “conversational 
agents” with informative gaze behavior (e.g., looking toward the li~tener).‘~ Analysis of 
the pilot-navigator discourse may be relevant for constructing a simulation’’ of the 
navigation practice of the team, which could in turn be used to specify and test an agent 
that provides navigation assistance. 
Subsequent sections of this paper describe the experimental setting and recording 
methods, hypotheses about the outcome of the operational test, an overview of timing and 
topics salient in the data, and a work practice analysis that characterizes the navigation 
discourse as it relates to route decision makirig. The paper concludes with a summay of 
the results and implications for future work. 
EXPERIMENTAL SETTING: A HUMVEE OPERATIONAL TEST 
This navigation experiment was part of the annual Haughton-Mars Project 
expedition.I6 The humvee pilot, identified in this paper as By had previously led a group a 
week earlier to cross Devon Island using aerial maps, bringing the humvee about 74 km 
(40 nautical miles) from the west coast to base camp. The intention now was to make an 
overnight trip to the north coast of Devon Island, about 20 km away, to reach the gullies 
(generally ice-filled cliff ravines) investigated by helicopter in 2001. This traverse was 
part of a plan to conduct tests of the vehicle over several field seasons, to learn its 
5 
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operating characteristics, issues in navigation, habitability of the vehicle, and so forth. By 
yielding a great deal of such information, the operational test reported here was a success. 
The group held a planning meeting on Tuesday July 22, 2003 to configure the 
Liavigauull process. It was decided to replicate the method used in navigating from &e 
west coast, with a person on an all terrain vehicle (ATV) scocting ahead of the h-crmvee. 
T l ~ p j l o t  (BJ--md co-@%t <GI wxdd Zde up -Eonti f ie  o-EefiGr @lie- first auXh6i) woidd 
sit between with cameras and audio-recorder; two ATV riders would scout, one nearby to 
show firmness of the ground and one further to anticipate the route. 
Y -- - .--A: --- 
The chosen navigation method assumes that GPS is not available; instead location 
is determined by relating geographic features (hills, ravines, and permanent snow 
patches) to black and white aerial photographs (Figures 1 and 2) that were mostly taken 
I n  1958-59 from a a!titudeofabout 9 b (30,000 ft). The s p t i d  r e so ldm (_smallest 
identifiable feature) in these photographs is approximately 4 m (Le., we can spot boulders 
4 in across, but none of the smaller ones unless they stand out against their background 
by albedo, in which case they could be as small as 2 m across). A topographic map was 
available, but was used primarily to plan the initial route on the aerial photos. 
The r;axGgat.tion process involved: 1) deteimii~ig the hilavee’s locatioon with respect 
to aerial photographs (referred to as maps; mostly managed by G), 2) learning about the 
local area (from the ATVs driving in front of the hmvee, one nearby to indicate wet 
areas, the other more distant to scout routes), 3) planning a route in the worId by 
integrating photo and local information with what is visible from the humvee (B’s 
decision based on G’s advice), and 4) navigating local obstacles with respect to the 
chosen plan (B’s task as driver). 
The group of five departed late afternoon July 24. The discourse data and analysis 
we present comes from the initial 2 hours of route finding; the outcome analysis 
considers as well the interactions with the scouts. 
The observer sat between B and G in a makeshift seat. The entire trip was audio 
recorded, using an mini-disc (MD) digital recorder. The microphone dangled between B 
and G (subject to some wind noise when windows were open). The initial route planning 
and most conversations were video-recorded with a hand-held mini-digital video (DV) 
recorder using 90 minute tapes. Both the video and sound quality are excellent. A digital 
-le camera was used to record the general setup (Figure I). Photopphs and 
video still kames were recorded periodically (Figure 2). 
- 
PROBLEM: WHY DIDN’T THE GROUP REACH THE COAST? 
As mentioned, the objective of the operational test was to learn about using the 
humvee for exploration. For this purpose, the group chose the goal of reaching the north 
coast of Devon Island. 
6 
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Figme I. Ham% 
in the middle. (Photo: W. ClanceyNASA Haughton Mars Project) 
shared 
and G determine where they are and where they Figure 2. B want to go. 
(Photo: W. Clancey/NASA Haughton Mars Project) 
Departure was delayed until after 5 PM, with midnight as a hopehl target for 
arrival. With the Arctic sullllzler sun, it would remain light through the night and the 
group wzs self-svlffickiit fclr food a d  shelter, so stopphg any-ivhere would be acceptable. 
The weather was mediocre, cloudy with cold winds and periodic light showers. 
Two factors are most salient in the outcome of the traverse: First, an inappropriate 
route was chosen (after considerable deliberation), which caused a mechanical failure that 
necessitated spending the night about 6 km (linear distance) from base camp. Second, 
insufficient time was available for the trip, necessitating the group to turn back at noon 
the second day, before reaching the objective. 
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In this section we consider decisions made during preparation that eec ted  the 
traverse, recurrent issues tbat arose during the trip, and hypotheses explaining the 
outcome, which are examined subsequently in the data analysis. 
Prepmtion de&&cr;s 
D ~ ~ g ~ l ~ i n ~ - d ~ s ~ ~ s s i o ~ s  at- everal--mcetings prior to the h m v e e  traverse, th-e 
group carefully articulated their individual objectives and constraints. These included: 
research (gullies, general exploration, experimental scouting protocol) 
safety (on traverse and affect of group’s absence on rest of the camp) 
logistics (e,g., number of people who can sleep inside humvee) 
comfort (e.g., don’t ride ATV in bad weather such a iong distance) 
maintenance (of hunvee and ATVs) 
other camp activities (e.g., phoce cdls, other cxmp corn-mitrrzentts, media 
visits, ongoing communications experiments) 
documentation (the scouts included a cinematogapher and writer) 
* 
e 
* 
* 
Tlne consensus was that all objectives had to be accommodated, perhaps though some 
adjustamt of extend constrakts (e.g., rescheduling a media event). The weather 
introdwed sene xicertaiEty that p b a b l y  cmtribrrted to the lack of a cormqitted 
departure time. 
Recurrent issues during trip 
During the trip, the group was strongly focused on the task at hand. The recurrent 
issues included: 
* Where are we? 
* 
* 
* 
What route should we follow? 
Are obstacles ahead on the present path (e.g., boulders, mud, steep hills)? 
Where are the scouts and what are they doing? 
How could the scouts be helping better? 
These issues are represented formally in the anafysis of the navigation dialogues. 
Hypotheses: Possible causes for not reaching the coast 
After considering the data and experience in some detail, we suggest the 
following possible causes influencing the outcome of the trip. At this point, these are not 
conclusions, but hypotheses that analysis may support or refkte. Three factors are posited 
at the top level: 1) The terrain made the trip impossible using the humvee with tracks; 2) 
The time available was insufficient, given the terrain and the navigation method; and 3 )  
The navigation method was inadequate, given the terrain and travel time available. The 
time and method factors in turn have underlying, root causes to be considered. 
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., Terrain inappropriate for track humvee: Mechanical failure was caused by 
small rocks becoming caught in the hmvee's tracks. These effects were 
possibly underestimated because earlier in the month the terrain was wetter 
and mud was the primary concern. This hypothesis claims that regardless of 
using tracks the humvee would not be able to make this trip safely. 
Imufficient time available for the trip: Departing at 5 PM allowed seven 
hours to travel 20 km.. The logged location after about one hour was 5 krn 
(linear distance) from camp, which is consistent with the plan. However, 
including the additional distance traveled until turn around on the second day, 
the group covered about 10 icm (linear) in five hours (2 Whr). Consequently, 
to reach the coast (20 km) might have required 10 hours. This hypothesis 
claims that given the terrain and navigation method, the trip could not be done 
in the available time. The root causes include: 
CL. 7,,c: --a -,...+e c A:-- .--p,,C:q- 2 L" +L- e-^ IT 
L 1 1 2  1 U b . L L L I U l I  aLlU l w u L G - I a u l i l g  paLLl'Jc iiseu uy L U G  W C d  or tLxe avaiMAe, 
. . -  - . -  - - 
Miscalculation: The 74 ktn trip from the west coast two weeks earlier 
required several days (with an approximate iinear rate of4.5 W m ) .  An 
a s s l ~ ~ n f i o n  r -A miah+ ""Ab"C ba7e bee2 nade that thc northern mete was beaer, as 
the seasonal xud  had dried aid there were no rivers to cross. Thus, even 
though the same navigation protocol would be used, it was tacitly assumed 
that travel would be at least as fast on this trip. 
Higher priority goals: Other goals caused the group to leave late in the 
day and required them to return by early afternoon the next day. These 
concerns included lack of time for media visitors to meet with the humvee 
group participants, ongoing communications tests that required the 
humvee to be in camp, and an important incoming phone call (that 
necessitated being at base camp). Furthermore, spare parts for the humvee 
arrived unexpectedly, and it was decided to use them for maintenance 
prior to departure. 
* Navigation method was inadequate: This hypothesis claims that assuming 
that the terrain afforded a safe route for the hrrmvee usingtracks, the available 
time would have been sufficient if the location and route-finding method were 
improved. This hypothesis has several interacting root causes: 
-_ - 
o Aerial photog-aphs were insuficient for navigation: The photographs 
(taken at 30,000 feet) are difficult to relate to the visible terrain. Thus, the 
humvee was moving faster than the navigator could track their location, 
necessitating frequent stops. Also, the task might have been sufficiently 
difficult that it required the pilot's assistance. The navigator may have 
been preoccupied by locating the humvee, unable to devote sufficient time 
to route planning. 
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o Route needed to be planned more globally: Local obstacles were leading 
to a chain of long detours, which introduced uncertain@ in the overall 
route, making it difficult for the distant scout to stay on the humvee's path. 
o Scoiits d d x  't pw-vi'de needed l ~ c a t  obstacle md iwiite ififb*rfiGticz: Fclr 
example, they were not properly placed, not comunicating/coordinating 
with--nmigator- appropriaTelX mfsinterpretirrg terrain affects on- h v e c ;  
and were impaired by weather. 
How should the analysis proceed, given the interaction of these factors? One 
could speculate that if the humvee were using wheels instead of tracks, then the time 
available and navigation method might have been sufficient. But regarding the terrain, 
one could also argue that the west coast traverse demonstrated that the humvee can get 
thiough Devon Island's terrain, so it remains of interest to h o w  how to navigate better 
with tracks. Although we do not know what difficulties lay between the stopping point 
and the coast, the recorded conversations suggest that an alternative route could have 
been found to circumvent the terrain that caused mechanical failure. 
-- Regarding the time zvailabk, the expediencies of the short s~mmx seasor? made 
ztte~pting the operational test imxe adTmitageous than cmceligg, eve= if the time wzs 
short. One could argue that 4-5 km/hr (linear) was a good estimate, and if a better route 
had been found, would have been sufficient. 
Thus, although it is quite possible that wheels or more time would have enabled 
the group to reach the coast, our analysis of the data will be most productive if we focus 
011 the navigation method. To this end, subsequent sections provide an overview of the 
data, followed by analysis of the navigation method and conclusions. 
DATA OVERVIEW: TIMING AND TOPICS 
The audio and video recordings made during the traverse provide the main source 
of information for evaluating hypotheses about the use of time and how decisions were 
made. As stated in the introduction, a related scientific motivation in analyzing the 
dialogue is to learn what aspects of the task are difficult, thus causing delays or 
contributing to non-optimal decisions. This section describes the basic analysis method 
and the broad facts and patterns it reveals. 
- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! i ~ ~ e s ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ s - ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ - t ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ . g - ~ -  
spreadsheet. Columns record the start time of a passage, thc status of the vehicle 
(moving, stopped), the duration of the passage (computed using Visual Basic macros), 
and the transcribed text. The initial analysis determined that between 17:20 (when the 
group departed base camp) and 19:40 (when the mechanical problem developed), the, 
humvee was stopped 20 times for an average duration of just over 3 minutes (Table 1). 
Perhaps surprisingly, during nearly half of traverse the humvee was stopped, and the 
average time moving between stops was under 4 minutes. Subsequent anaIysis is directed 
at understanding this pattern and what was happening during the pauses. 
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Table 1: Comparison of movement and paused durations on leaving camp 
EVENT COUNT TOTALTIME AVERAGE 
(h: mm) DURATION 
<mhutes) 
Pause 20 1:03 3.15 
-Mmfnifoma?d- 20-- 13-7 - - 3.85.- 
To carry the analysis forward, three additional columns were added to the 
spreadsheet: Individual rows for each statement “topic” (a categorization of what is being 
said), the person introducing the topic (the pilot, designated as B, or the navigator, G), 
and the topic category. Four general topics were identified: 
WOlUD=>MAP: Identify current location or salient landscape feature on 
aerial photo 
MAP=>WORLD: Find salient aerial photo feature in landscape 
ROUTE ON MAP: Determine general route in the aerial photo 
ROUTE IN WORLD: Determine target heading and route in the landscape 
1 
9 
9 z;r;d c- Pvxcc uLL5age in other shared activities, ir,dicztted by the topics WO,KD md 
nn r n O C E D L W  in the transcripts (note that 3’s remarks me always in parentheses): 
9 WORLD: Establishing a shared feature in the world, e.g., G: “Do you see 
where that first snow bark is <pointing oEt right window> (€3: which one?) 
<< open window>> first one to the left <pointing> (B: right, the big thick 
one?) yeah, (B: okay)” 
* PROCEDURAL: Meta-topics, e.g., indicating an interest in stopping, 
positioning the scouts for providing useful information, relating the planned 
path to the actual route. 
Note that the dialogue has been segmented into groups of utterances (sentences) that 
are about a single topic, as defined above, constituting the unit of analysis. Thus, the 
analysis of fun-taking concerns topic exchange, with the person who introduces a topic 
cdled the actor. E ~ c h  topic is sometimes called a “statement” here, though it often 
includes several utterances (ranging from sentences to single words, most commonly, 
”yeah”). Within each topic segment in the dialogue one can find a form of turn-taking 
from one utterance to the next, called speaker excJzange, which is not the concern of this 
analysis. Although the original work on turn-takingg examines patterns independent of 
the topic, our interest is precisely the opposite, primarily focusing on topic relations and 
secondarily on correlations with the speaker. In particular, we want to first understand the 
patterns of topic relationships (i.e., recurrent sequences) and then how the speakers take 
turns within these sequences. 
On reviewing the audio transcripts, it was determined that the numerous references 
to “this” and “that” could not be understood without examining the video recording. 
Thus, the entire transcript was reviewed and further annotated to indicate where B and G 
were pointing. This analysis revealed that the dialogue between B and G concerning the 
CIancey et al.: Collaborative navigation while exploring untamihzr terram 
aerial maps and route, which was the purpose of nine of the 19 stops, could be classified 
simply; the detaiIed analysis below focuses on their interaction duping these nine stops. 
The remaining ten stops included: one near the beginning when a camera man swapped 
places with G; three pauses to log information; one call fiom base camp; and one rest 
break (7 min.). In addition there are four interactions with the scouts, including 18 min. 
of the final 24 minutes. 
-- - 
Figure 3 shows the entire first day traverse graphically. Notice t5aT &e- stops 
become much longer in the last third. This is when the difficult terrain was encountered, 
which we wiii examine mbsequently. Otter paaerils to mtice are the relatively long 
movement periods in the first two-thirds of the traverse, as well as nine stops of one or 
two rriiinutes. 
T i m  
Figure 3. Duration of humvee stops during the traverse (Hack areas represent when 
hurnvee is not moving; narrow Iines are 1 minute or less; stops separzted by motion 
for a few seconds are represented as one stop) 
Table 2 summarizes the nine stops (29 min.) when I3 and G discuss their location 
and route. h-iother location discussion that occurred when the humvee was not stopped 
(17:56) is included (however, as B is driving during the 17:56 discussion, primarily G is 
speaking and B does not make references to the map). Note that the noise in the humvee 
precluded normal conversation and would explain the need to stop if joint decision 
making were preferred or required by the task. 
-. - 
B and G each initiated five of the ten l o c a t l o n / r o u t e d l s c u s s l ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ i ~ ~ - t ~ ~ ~ ~ - - -  
discussions B (pilot) starts by referring to the route in the world (ROUTE IN WORLD, 3 
times) or the map location of the hmvee (WORLD=>MAP, twice). G (navigator) 
mentions the relation of the map to the world (once), the route in the world (twice) and 
map location (twice). Neither starts by refeiiing to the route on the map (ROUTE ON 
MAP) or how a feature on the map corresponds to the world (MAP=>WORLD). 
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The first stop after leaving camp (17:50) involved a representational coordination 
tkat never occurred again, namely identifying in the aerial photos features and waypoints 
that were established when planning the route using the topographic map. This passage 
serves as a good introduction to the transcript analysis. Referring to Table 3, note for 
e x m n l ~  YJ=“ thzlt ths stateaect ‘‘we’re down_ here” while pointing on the map is classified as 
“World=>Map.” The place labeled Marine Peak on the topographic map is related to the 
aerial-map&en-from-ths awial map is-losatedin- .theworld-(~‘behincLus’.~)~ Four_.of the21  
identified topics in this passage are “Topo=>Map,” but this topic does not occur during 
any subsecpent conversation on that day. Indeed, we can identify four distinct phases 
dui-ing the traverse: 
1. 17:00-17:50-Materials organization and route planning and navigation 
procedures. 
2. 1750- 17:54--0rientation of maps and photos to each other and the world. 
3. I7:54- 19: 1 I-Navigating to the waypoints through the terrain. 
4. 19: 1 1 - 19:44--Coordinating iocal route with scoilts. 
The quantitative analysis of navigation discourse considers only phase three. 
TIME 
1750 
1754 
17:56 
18:OO 
18:03 
18:23 
18:28 
i 8:39 
18:53 
19:OO 
DUR NAVIGATION MOTfVE 
1 
4 
4 
< 1 
3 
1 
1 
i 
2 
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G (Map=>World relation): “...get a seme of the tGpography of these 
things.” (omittedJi.orn quantitative analysis) 
B (Route in World): “Is there another entrance into that valley?’ 
B (route in world): “Which side do you recommend, G, that we go 
down this side.. . ?” (Not stopped, but included in analysis) 
G(RouteinWor1d):“ ...g ototherightthere ...” 
G (location: World=>Map): “Just check where we are.” 
B (location: World=;.Map): “We’re down here.” 
G (location: World=>Map): “I think this is this down here.” 
B (location: VJorld=>Map): ‘‘Yoli need to know exactly where we are” 
G (location: World=>Map): “We should stop for a minute and figure 
out where we are” 
B (location: Map=>World): “Does this make sense? Is that the valley 
down there?” 
- -_ Table 4 provides a complete transcript of one of the Ionger stops, illustrating a 
typical interaction and how the conversation is segmented. Notice that B and G take 
turns speaking (speaker exchange; i.e., B row is followed by a G row and vice versa), but 
sometimes will speak about multiple topics during a turn (topic exchange; Le., a G row 
follows a G row or a B row follows a B row). Procedural se,gnents occur usually at the 
start or end of a discussion and are skipped over for purposes of analyzing the navigation 
process. Notice that without the gesture information it is impossible to know what B and 
G are referring to, as the words “this,” “that,” “here,” and “there” are all used to refer to 
both features in the world and on the map. 
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Table 3. A unique discussion relating topographic map to the aerial photos and 
world features (17:50, duration 1 min). B’s statements are in parentheses. Gestures 
are indicated by bracketed references. Other statements are uttered by G. MAP 
refers to an aerial photo; TOP0 refers to a topographic map. Bold font indicates 
the mah tnpfr ~f fhs segment nf &e dialogue appe:ari^ -Ing irr a given row: classified by 
I 
( t h a t ’ s  t h e  A n d e r s o n  Pass th ing  <pointing on m a p > )  
yeah 
(and rue just came down on the back slope,) 
(so w h a t ’  w e ’ r e  s e e i n g  is t h i s  <pointing on map>  ...) I 
B 
B 
TOPO=>MAP 
ROUTE ON MAP 
B TOPO=>MAP i (and so t h e  ye I iow brick valley actually was  before Marine Peak <pointing on map>, quite a bit before. Oh wait ...) 
(so, yeah because see, we’re  d o w n  by h e r e  now 
<pointing on map>)  right 
(so we n e e d  to  h e a d ,  tha t  way <gesturing direction 
on map with pencil>) tha t  way 
(so w h y  don’ t  w e  go back up <pointing out front 
window with left hand>,  over the ridge?) J u s t  hang a 
right.. . 
B WORLD = > MAP 
B ROUTE ON MAP 
ROUTE I N  
WORLD 
Tabie 4. Navigation discussion between B and G during pause 18:83-P8:06 (E’s 
o v e r  t h e r e  <gesturing outside> 
(But,  we’re supposed to make  it to our  waypoints,) okay 
(but  a t  t h e  s a m e  t ime ... <G passes pencil t o  B, who takes  
map  and  looks a t  it, and proposes a way t o  modify 
waypoints>) 
utterances are in parentheses); qestures are indicated bj 
think, t h i s  hili is t h i s  o n e  o v e r  h e r e ?  
G MAP -> WORLD 
PROCEDURAL 
& I 
ROUTE ON MAP 
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(So we're right here right now, correct.) We're a little bit 
fur ther  on (really?) Yeah, I th ink  we passed, that 's t h e  
beginning of the valley, o r  a t  least  u p  there. (yeah, okay) 
B WORLD= > MAP 
And we're looking out t h a t  way <turning to  front 
window> 
(we got that thing there dookinq on map>,)  15 
this material on the right here <looking out front window> 
looks a lot be t te r  ... (yeah <holding point on map with 
pencil>) a n d  P think if we just  carry en straight ahead 
(it's still not t h a t  way w e  want to  go, it's that  way <ges tu re  
outside?>) Well, it depends how far  you ... 
(because  the  mag is oriented like this,  G.. so we're he re  
<pointing on m a p > )  right 
(you-see, there's the big dome there <referring- to 
outside>, right?) yes (and there's a lower dome to 
right of it?) correct. 
(that thing <outside> is that c o n  mag>, right?) yeah, 
YUP. 
Straight ahead? Weii ... drop down into that  vaiiey and ... 
<gesturing out  front window> (so we need t o  go  around ...) 
(you see that valley <looking outside>?) Yeah ( that  we  
see disappearing in the distance,) 
(that's what we want to follow, right?) 
(isn't it that? <pointing on map>)  hang on.. (it's th i s .  it's 
this  he re  <pointing on m a p > )  <looking out and back t o  
m a p >  yes,  it's this bit here  <pointing with pencil> 
(yes, so that's the direction we want to go, right? 
<gesturing on m a p > )  yup (to get up  there) 
yes, I agree ,  so just straight down this hill <gesturing 
out  window with pencil> (Over there  ...) towards that valley 
(and could that possibly b e  even our high point over 
there, in t h e  great  distance?) no, I think it's <referring to 
visible hill> this closer one  <iooks on map> ... (no, <points 
3n m a p >  t h e  great  distance .... you see over there 
<looking out>, the  great distance? Is tha t  our 1500 o r  
1150? <looking on map>  which is where we're headed <G 
takes out  another  aerial map and aliqns it on right with first 
map> Could be couldn't it?) <points on new map and looks 
wt window> Which one are you looking at? <both look 
outside> (the farthest point, the highest point you 
s e e  an  the  horizon <pointing with [eft finger>) yup 
<looking a t  map>  ( that  could be) tha t  could well be  (our  
1155) 50 if we're looking over  towards this  way, it'd be over  
:o the right ... might b e  (I think that  makes sense, right?) 
<both looking out  window> 
MAP=>WORLD 
WORLD=>MAP 
G ROUTE IN WORLD 
B WORLD = > MAP 
B WORLD 
WORLD=>MAP 
G I ! ? Q U E  I N  WORLD 
B WORiD 
B ROUTE IN WORLD 
B WORLD=>MAP 
B ROUTEON MAP 
G ROUTE IN WORLD 
I 
15 
Well, we're almost directly.. If we're looking down there 
<gesturing out window>, you're looking down this 
valley <gesturing on map> aren't you (right) th is  <on 
map> seems further to the right (well, w e  could be looking 
down this <on map>)  
(Anyway, we're headed down that way, is that 
correct?) yeg&-weyre headed down that way . q e s i u r i n g  
outside>. 
Figure 4 4 
gesturing with finger and pencil; B on left). (Photo: W. Clancey/NASA Harrghton 
Mzrs Project) 
G WORLD=>MAP 
B . ROUTE IN W 
The last long, 11 minute navigation discussion at 19:OO (Table 5) reflects the 
group's concern with the topography ahead and uncertainty of what route to take. Near 
the start of the discussion B and G are almost exclusively relating the world and the map, 
with a route mentioned near the end. Figure 5 shows the view and corresponding map 
area of the "thick benches of snow" they use to confirm their location. 
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Tabie 5. Navigation discussion between B and G during Ek61-03 
(you see) going off to t h e  left of this  <gesturing on  m a p > ,  
is this <gesturing outs ide> 
(do you see that it deepens? Steepens,  t h e  walls? < jus t  
slightly f'boks out>)  Yeah, I think it does,  it's t h a t  down 
the re  <returning from look o u t  right window> on t h e  right 
(does  it?) yeah (I  can' t  see) yeah it does, yeah you can see 
it <pointing with pencil, looking o u t  right window,, it's d e e p  
and  t h a t  it, it's getting shallow. This is t he  shallow bit. 
You see that snow bank? (yup) tha t  thin strip of snow 
<re turns  to point to m a p >  (yeah) i think this <referring to 
snow bank> may be down here <pointing on m a p >  
(okay what  about  these,  ah ,  <pointing with left hand ou t  
window to  right> these  three,  these  thick snow benches 
there ,  in t ha t  little tributary? <referring to what's visib!e 
outs ide> where is that?) Is it this? <pointing on  m a p >  
J u s t  running down into he re  ... Isn't that <referring to 
tributary> down there? <pointing on map> 
(okay ... and these guys? <on  map>)  these  guys  a r e  u p  
he re  <referring to outs ide> (that 's  that?) yup, correct 
right across  there? <referring to outs ides  uhm (... is it 
that? <pointing on map>)  I would put them, really, t hey  
should b e  up here  <pointing on map> ,  this is them here.  
this river here  c o n  map>,  coming off, I'm pretty sure ,  
that's this here. <pointing out window> 
G MAP=>WORLD 
MAP=,WORLD 
G WORLD=>MAP 
B WORLD=>MAP 
B MAP=>WORLD 
f$h G-s,yay++.,3 ea ;;+-&zh i &--j en & e=-"f-ij ovf-rjg bescrGssj- 
B WORlD=>MAP 
(oh, yeah)  
G MAP=>WORLD 
Figure 5. ~hotog~aph  of view out humvee win~ow (left); three snow patches in the 
U ~ ~ G E  cmtm are be2ieved to ~~~~e~~~~~ to those in- the aeriai photo (right), 
indicated by G as he says, "I wouId put them, reaIIy, they should be up here; this is 
them here." Photo is annotated with a waypoint (1055) and the initial rough route 
plan. (Photos: W. Clancey/NASA Haughton Mars Project) 
_ _  - - - __ 
-_c__ 
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We're sitting on top of here <on map> ,  I think up here .  
(Really, up  there?) no, uh, further forward I think (let's see, 
let m e  see < t a k e s  t h e  m a p s  and examines in t h e  bright left 
light> ... yeah, I agree.) ' 
WORLD=>MAP 
The identification of the snow banks is important for orienting the map. This 
localization method is difficult because there are many snow banks, and from a distance 
they are flattened md appear similar. The method is also amazing because it depends on 
the permanence and relative persistence of shapes of the snow banks over four decades. 
In fact, the area is generally snow-covered fiom September through May at least, so it is 
no coincidence that the photos would be taken during the height of summer when the 
most features are visible, which is when this hmvee traverse occurred. 
(so you see, by following this valley <gesturing on 
map> ,  we  head s t ra ight  towards it) 
yeah, and  t h e  question is whether w e  wan t  to just  
uhm ... cut across  the re  <referring t o  m a p >  
Do you want  to g o  to this waypoint? (to this 
The subsequent exchange is very different, as the discussion shifts from locating 
the humvee to planning a route (T&IF6))T&i& 
how route decisions were made (analyzed in the next section). 
~ 
ROUTE ON MAP 
ROUTE ON MAP 
G ROUTEON MAP 
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<referring to outside>, I would tend to go  more to 
t h e  left. I would avoid t h a t  valley down the re  
(yeah, t h e  lower banks have, have seem to be  sor t  
of less rocky, you know?) 
yeah, I would go  towards, do  you see where tha t  
first snow bank is <pointing out  right window> 
(which one?) << open winbow>> Wtst o n e  to the  
left <pointing> (right, t h e  big thick one?) yeah, 
(okay) 
if w e  head down there <points outside throughout 
this  descr ip t im>,  and  then  turn up aver the tog; 
around t h e  snow banks, not straight across  but go 
around (yup) and  over  t h e  top, 
I think if w e  carry on to t h e  top, we'll connect up 
with h e r e  <points on m a p >  (we have  to look out  for  
G 
G 
G 
B 
looks pret ty  s t eep  .... maybe  one of these scouts 
wan t s  to find a route down ... I think once w e  g e t  to 
t h e  bot tom there,  it will be much easier  to just go 
up  to t h e  top  around.. (you know, I suspect tha t  
t h i ~ o t h e r ~ ~  i ci eis-g Q i ng-tD-_hp_p_xa ct!y-! I k c t h  k J - t h e ~ ~ -  
o the r  side of what  ( i  mean)  tha t  (one  of these 
hills) I mean,  w e  don ' t  have  a choice do  we? I 
mean,  this  is no  bet ter  than  this (no, I agree)  we're 
better cut  t h e  route  shor te r  (...valley route tha t  we  
can take ,  a n  alternative, hold on o n e  second) <<< 
can h e a r  wind, I a s k  for window to g o  u p ) > > >  
(<looking o u t  right window> Yeah, t ha t  <on map>  
is t h a t  <outs ide>,  okay, I'm convinced) 
we need  to get down (right) into there  
(so s ince we're here  <on map>, suggesting we g o  
up  around those  <on m a p >  ... actually we're 
beyond this map, let's g e t  rid of this, we're 
completely on th is  map  .... since we're here <on 
m a p > ,  t h e s e  a r e  your, oh, no, these a r e  your 
 
G- 
1 
G I  
B 
things <referring to  snowbanks>, right?) yeah 
(so you ' re  suggesting basically, w e  g o  down here 
<gesturing direction on map> ,  up and  around 
these guys) yes  and connect into here <looking on  I e 
m a p  and  then  outside> 
if w e  can find a way down this pile of shart. I t  
ROUTE ON MAP 
ROCITE IN 
WORLD 
WORLD 
ROIJTE IN 
WORLD 
ROUTE Oiv MA? 
WORLD -> MAP 
iOUTE ON MAP 
4AP -> WORLD 
{OUTE IN 
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(right a n d  what’s behind <outside?> is tha t  <on 
map?>,  okay  ... can even recognize the  snow 
patches.) 
(So being h e r e  <pointing on map> and wanting to 
be  t h e r e  <on  m a p > )  yup. I think our first objective 
is to get dowri into that valky and to  g e t  behind 
€hose snOw p i E E h ~ e ? e - < ~ o k ~ g  on-m-ap> 
(right right..to g e t  there) once we get  there  ... we 
can s top  again, well you can stop further, well, we 
might s t o p  before then, at  least we want to s top 
there  and figure out how to  connect up with this 
bit <referring to thin !ine on map beyond next 
waypoint> (yup, very good) a s  soon a s  we do 
that  ... we’ll b e  ... almost getting onto this 
map ... we’re vtell on ou r  way then (y-up> heading 
into ... 
W 0 RLD 
WORLD -> MAP 
ROUTE ON MAP 
At this point (immediately after G’s last remark in Table 6), B says “Very good, 
let’s GPS this piace.. let’s caii it decision point.. .;’ which G specifies, “. . .way point B.” 
B &en says, “ C h y  robotic scouts, we need to go across this valley and up the 
other side, and get around to those thick snow benches that we see on our right, that 
series of big ones? And to get up and behind those.” B and the scouts then discuss further 
how they should proceed. One comments that “we’re really doing well ... we’ll be there by 
midnight. ” 
After a seven minute rest break, the distant scout tells the humvee driver, to 
follow the ATV nearby, in front of the humvee. B comments, “Okay, follow <near scout, 
S 1>. Now, this is a very important piece of information.. . incredibly important.” G says, 
“What?” The observer asks, “Do we believe it?’ G responds, “Yes, it is, incredibly 
important. The future of this vehicle rests on this correct decision.” 
B te!Is G, “Call Sl.” G radios: “SI, can you hear?’ Someone szys, “Are we 
following you, Sl?” B asks, “Who am I following? Sl?’ G asks, “SI, are we following 
you?” B stops the engine and say, “I’m going to have a look guys.” The observer and G 
then comment about dinner and the possibility of a breakdown; G says, “I hope this thing 
makes it there and back.. .we’ve not really come up with a contingency plan.. ..” The 
observer says, “This is just slightly worse than the section where I said you wouldn’t 
drive on anything worse than this.” G says, “I think when the boulders get as large as the 
tracks then you start to have a problem.. ..” 
So it is clear at this point, 20 minutes before the mechanical problem, that the 
terrain is not good, and the scout’s judgment requires confirmation. During the next 15 
minutes the scouts continue to look for a good route into the valley, while B goes out to 
examine the situation. G and the observer discuss the limitations of robots and other 
options for finding routes. G shows how the aerial photo and terrain correspond (Figure 
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5) and comments, ‘Wow if we were on Mars you could never tell that’s a rough piece of 
land. It’s just impossible to know ... another terrace there,.. Houston, we have a 
problem ...” A few minutes later, B returns and G asks him, “What do you reckon?” 
“Should be able to make it.” G says,“ . . . go over the top.” B replies, “We’re going to go 
tkerc, where it’s smooth.yy Soon &er soze rocks beckze czizght in the E;;?1veeYs 
tracks and the group was stopped for the night. 
NAVIGATIQN DIALOGUE ANALYSIS 
Tho I IIu ..ay..~acIvIl n ~ ; r r  +;A- discussions ;;rere analyzed fcr patterns in how topics were related 
sequentially and correlations between topics and the speaker. The overall impression one 
has on reading the transcript is that during navigation discussions B, the driver, is 
focusing on the map both to locate the humvee and gleam information about routes, while 
G is focusing on the character of the landscape and finding a route in the world. Can we 
show7 this quantitatively by analyzing the structure of fne conversations? 
Table 7 shows every transition that occurs and is the basis of subsequent tables and 
figures that represent patterns. For example, the first two se,gments in Table 4 are 
represented in Table 7 by “GE” in row labeled World=>Map md the column labeled 
Map=>’World (i.e., the dialogue transitions from G mentioning W-orid=>Map to B 
mentioning Map=>World). The entry “2BG, 3BB, GB, 2GG” indicates that the GB 
relation only occurred once in the dialogs; however, the transition occurs seven other 
times, including three times when B mentioned TNorld=>Map and immediately after 
mentioned Map=>World. 
Table 7. Sequential topic transitions during navigation discussions (Table 2). CeIls 
indicate speakers (e.g., B speaking about Map=>World was twice followed by G 
speaking about World=>Map; hence 2BG appears in row 1, column 2). Bold font 
indicates a dominant transition as defined in the text. 
TO MAP => WORLD => ROUTE OM ROUTE IN 
FROM WORLD MAP MAP WORLD 
MAP => 2BG,2BB BG 2BG 
WORLD GB GB,2GG a3 GI3 
WORLD => 2BGY3BB BG,3BB BG,SBB BG,BB 
MAP GB,2GG 2GBY2GG 2GB,GG GB,3GG 
ROUTE ON BG 2BG BG 3BG,!3S 
MAP 3GG GB, 2GG GB,GG GG 
Rt2 UXE-!!! 2BB I3G 
WORLD 2GB 3GB,GG 2GG GB,GG 
The bold font in Table 7 designates a dominant turn-taking pansition. For this 
purpose, BG and BB are viewed as a pair, and GB and GG are a pair. For each pair, we 
want to know if one appears much more frequently (e.g., does GB appear much more 
frequently than GG?). As defined here, for a transition (e.g., GB) to be dominant, its 
partner must be missing (e.g., GG is missing in last row, column 2) or the ratio must be at 
least 3 to 1 (e.g., 3BG is dominant over BB in “Route on Map To Route in World”). 
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Table 8 aggregates all 16 possible transitions as percentages (16 cells add to 
100%). The least frequent transition was for anyone to follow a remark about how the . 
map related to the world by another remark of that kind (1,4%), as Table 8 showed it 
occzrred or&j oiice in the 74 t~i;iz transitions. In conhast, idcntifyiig a w d c !  fezkre ia 
the map (World=>Map) was much more frequently followed by the same kind of remark 
( 1-O;8 %j: Table-8- shows-us that each- of-the-four- combinations - occmed-@G,--B-B;-- GI37 
GG), but B was somewhat more likely to make two such observations in sequence (BG 
vs. 3BB). The most common transition (12.2%), World=>Map followed by a remark 
about the route on the map, is logical because attention has shifted to the map at this 
point. 
Table 9 counts how often the possible transitionstS (BG, BB, GB, GG) occur by 
summing across Table 7. The TOTAL row sliows that alternation of the speakers was 
fairly even, though G was somewhat more likely to two location or navigation remarks in 
sequence (GG = 22/74). Most obviously, B is focused somewhat iiiore on the aerial photo 
(map), as 71% of his repeated rernarks (BB) are World=>Map and 72% of his reinarks 
overall (49% + 23%) focus on or into the map. In contrast, 59% of G’s remzks focus oii 
the mzp. appears to be ‘‘?hir?k~~g in” the may, whde G is more concerned (26% vs. 9% 
for E) with a roxte in tbe wcrld (5s role as cavigzkr). 3 fwnsss so~llewhrt mer$ thm G 
on identifying world features in the map (World=>Map, 49% vs. 36%). B appears more 
concerned with locating the Humvee, while G brings the topic back to the route. 
Table 8. Percentage of transitions that occur from topic category designated in row 
header to the category in the column (eg., World=>Map foIlowed by Route OD Map 
is most common, 12.2%). 
TO MAP => WORLD => ROUTE ON ROUTE IN 
FROM WORLD MAP ’ MAP WORLD 
1.4% 9.5% 2.7% 4.1% MAP => 
WORLD 
t’t’ORLD => 
MAP 
ROUTE ON 
MAP 
10.8% 
5.4% 
10.8% 
6.8% 
12.2% 
4.1% 
8.1% 
6.8% 
2.7% 8.1% 4.1% 2.7% ROUTE IN 
tlFOFiiD 
. .  --. .  
-- We use the terms topic, segment, and utterance interchangeably to refer to one of the 
classified sections of the transcript, i.e., a row in Tables 4, 5, or 6. A “transition” is a 
sequence of two topics and a speaker pair, e.g., “Route on Map -> World=>Map” 
corresponds to the last two rows of Table 5 and is designated BG. 
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Table 9. For a given starting topic, percentage (and number) of transitions of each 
type (e.g., when B spoke about World=>Map, G spoke next 5 times [BG], and B 
spoke next 12 times [BB]). Total columns indicate how often each person mentioned 
a topic (e.g., B mentioned WorId=>Map 17 times = 49% of his 35 utterances) and 
sum io i00Y0. Last coiuma totals tire 74 classified segments in the t+anscr=pts @e., 74 
topics) with the totals shown (e.g.? World=>Map occurs 31 times). In each row, 
MAP => WORLD 
~ O R ~ D  => MAP 
ROUTE ON MAP 
ROUTE IN WORLD 
TOTAL 
70 D 
SPEAKER SEQUENCE 
BG 5B GB GG 
71 % 
( 5 )  
29% 
( 5 )  
88 Yo 
(7) 
33% 
(1) 
18 
50% 50% 
43% 57% 
22% 78% 
60% 40% 
(3)  (3) 
(6) (8) 
(2) (7) 
(6) (4) 
17 22 
To highlight dominant transitions, percentages in Table 9 are in bold font when 
the speaker’s frequency of mentioning that topic is >=20% (e.g., B utters Map=>World 7 
times = 20% of his 35 utterances) and the fiequency for the sequence is >=60%. Thus, 
BG is highlighted for Map=>World, showing that in this event (Le., when B utters 
Map=>World), G is much more likely to speak next. Similarly, when B utters 
World=>Map, he is much more likely to speak again. In contrast, when either B or G 
mention “Route on Map,” G speaks next. Finally, when G mentions “Route in World,” B 
speaks next. 
Table 10 aggregates Table 7 transitions according to topic (each row adds to 
100%). For example, Map=>World most often (54%) transitions to (Le., is followed by) 
World=>Map and relatively infrequently transitions to itself (8%). 
Table 11 shows focus shifts aggregated over all topic segments. For this purpose,. 
the focus of “Route in World” and “Map=>World” is World, and the focus of “Route on 
Map” and “World=>Map” is Map. Thus the transition from Map=>World to Route on 
Map is classified as “From World to Map.” The table reveals that 65% of the topics were 
focusing in the map (sum of MAP row) and 35% were focusing on the world. Referring 
to Table 9 TOTAL, column, we observe that 60% of remark concerned locating the 
hurnvee (World 63 Map), while 40% concerned tlze route. 
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TO MAP => WORLD => ROUTE ON ROUTE IN 
I h F n  W"RLE R A A T I  FViAP i v i n r  e A R K  v . r n n  r ri rR:vrv, v v w n L v  
8% 54% 15%- _ _  . __ 23 % . 
26% 26% 29% 19% 
24% I 29% 18% 29% 
15% 46% 23 % 15% 
MAP => 
WORLD => 
MAP 
MAP 
ROUTE IN 
WORLD 
. .-WORLD- . - _. _ _  . __ 
ROUTE mi 
Table 11. Frequency of focus shifts, independent of speaker (total = IQQ%,). 
TO WORLD MAP 
FROM 
WORLD 11% 24% 
MAP 31% 34% 
Many high frequency patterns can be found, but to narrow the analysis, we list the 
invariants and missing events (Table 12). 
Table 12. Invariant turn-taking patterns and possible interpretations (cf. Table 7) 
When Map=>World and Route in World Focusing on the world, the speakers take 
are mentioned in either order, the speakers turns relating map features and articulating 
alternate turns. the roizte. 
When Map=>World md Route on Map are G alone moves the topic betweea a map 
mentioned in either order, G is always the route and identifying a map feature in the 
second speaker. world. 
Ody G mentions Rocte on Mq E3 never fol!ows his map route by another 
sequentially. map route remark. 
S ~ W O U L  UUL DD. KUULC VI1 lvldp - 
h.lap=>World worldC3map relation. 
2GG but not BB: 
Route On Map - World=>Map 
After B mentions Route on Map, if he B's remarks about the map route are often 
speaks again (20%) he only mentions posed as questions, which G answers by 
Route in World. identifying map features or continuing 
with the map route. 
Turn-Taking Pattern inter pretatiordRestatement 
-qnr-- 1 -~---~nn-n _-__ L--O---X.K.-- -B-zcver-fe:.low ~ ~ & - ~ a p - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  by,.- 3- 
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3BG but not GB: Route on Map - Route in B never follows G’s map route by a world 
World route. 
After B focuses on the world, and the B never makes two sequential references 
world is the next focus, G is always to the world. He instead returns focus to 
speaking. the map when he speaks again. 
2GG but not BB: Route In World - Route B neirer follows his world route by a map 
OTMap route. 
2GB but not BG: Route in World - G never follows B’s world route by a 
?&p=>World wor’lcl@map re!ation. 
3GB but not BG: Route in World - 
TVor 1 d=>Mzp 
After B mentions Map=>World or Route After B focuses in the world, they either 
in World, neither mention that topic next. focus on the map or shift between route 
After B mentions Route in World, neither and feature. 
mention Map=>World next. 
After B or G focuses in the world, only G In bringing focus back to the map, G 
mentions Route on Map next. always states the route, not feabre 
relztions. 
. -  
Regarding the overall turn-taking, the overall dialogue has about as many BG 
transitions (18, Table 9) as GB (17). Thw, G is somewhzt more likely to speak (40/74 = 
54%) because he speaks more often in sequence (22 vs. 17). This may occur because B is 
asking G questions (see Table 5). 
Also, G is more actively sh$ing the topic between the map and the wodd: After G 
focuses on the map and the world is the next focus, G is speaking again (9/11 =82%). The 
inverse is not true-after B focuses on the map and the topic shifts to the world, he is less 
frequently the speaker (5/12 = 42%). 
Regarding topic, after any statement focusing in the world (Ivlap=>Worid or Xoute in 
World), the next statement is more fi-equently ( I  8/26= 69%) focused in the map. (But the 
converse is not true: after focusing on the map, the next focus is split, 23 vs. 25). In 
particular, after B focuses in the world, the next focus is almost always 011 the map (8110 
= 80%; for G the relation is only 50-50). 
__ Figure 6 shows the dominant transitions of topic and speaker. A focus in the - 
world (left side of diagram, Map=>World or Route in World) most often leads to either 
speaker identifying a world feature on the map (World=>Map, Table 10; also 50% of 
next topic, 13/26 transitions), which is overall the most common utterance (Table 9, 42%) 
and constitutes nearly half of B’s utterances (Table 9, column By 49%). This is followed 
somewhat most often by Route on Map (Table 10,29%), uttered by B (Figure 6, caption), 
followed by a return to World=>Map (29%)-and whatever is said, it is most often stated 
by G (Table 9, columns BG + GG = 14/17 = 82%). Notice also that World=>Map is 
repeated more than twice as often as any other topic (10.8% of all transitions, Table 8, 
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diagonal) and most of the time by sequential utterances (Table 9, BB + GG =20/31 = 
66%). 
To determine the significance of the data, a Davison-Hinkley Chi-square test was 
in Table 11 data (topic shifts) are likely to be true (i.e., not due to chance; si,gnificance 
level 4-s less-than- .05); A-sis common -in-conversation -andysisof-mique -situations; - k5 
hours of data are not sufficient to establish statistical significance of the patterns that 
appear to be meaningful. 
performed for ezch gble". TE,P, sigGfi;,czEcp_ Ip_T;els (Table 13) hdi!ir,Ete &zt &s dztz 
26% 
p RaUteorrMiap 23% ~ 
(sum 92% G) -
29% 
Route in WOrM 
Figure 6. Strong correlations in topic transitions. Percentages along arrows are 
from Table 10 (54% of the Map->World remarks transition to World->Map vs. 
46% of the Route in World remarks). (Percents in parentheses designate dominant 
speaker for thzt transition, from Table 9. E.g., B is dominant in transitions from 
World=>Map to the Route on Map (9 transitions = [2GB + 5BB => 7/3 = 78%] f 
[BG + GG = 12%]). 
TabIe 13. Statistical analysis of primary data tables. Chi-square and Significance 
Level are based on Davison-HinkIey method applied to one copy of the data. 
Strength indicates how many times the data would need to be replicated €or 
significance !eve! <= .Os. 
Sig 
_ _ _ ~  Tabfn-C&-Sn garm-&y&---Stre2nth ._ __ - 
7 64.23 0.43 2 
8 19.19 0.59 2 
9 14.53 0.69 3 
11 7.88 0.001 1 
Calculations using Davison-HinMey method are based on Example 4.22, pp. 177 ff, 
and Algorithm 9.1 (balanced bootstrap) pp. 439 ff and Problem 2, p. 488. 
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However, what if the same data were observed again? Using the “boot-strap 
method,”17 we calculate the “strength” nurnber (i.e., how many copies of the data, the 
sequence of 74 topic transitions, that would be required to reach a significant level). We 
assume that the analysis should be discounted when this number is five or more. One 
(just the original data) mesas sipifice-t, md two memn- the data v ~ o ~ d d  be significzmt if 
we observed a second data set like the first. This method indicates that the data in Table 
9, whkh attempts-to h a t e  speake-r-specific patterns, is more likely to be due to chance. 
The patterns aside, one can consider the logic of the varioas transitions. The shift 
between Map=>World to World=>Map is a natural back and forth process of looking for 
a map feature in the world and trying to identify a world feature in the map. Locating the 
humvee in the map (TJiror!d=>Map) is a requirement for establishing a route on the map, 
which then izaturally needs to 3e found in the world (Route in World). Indeed, locating 
the humvee in the map and establishing a route in the world are the only two 
requik-ments of the navigation task (accounting for all of the navigation stops except the 
first orientation, Table 2), with relating map and world features only being a means to 
these ends. Of these, relating the world to the map (what is that?) proceeds from a visible 
feature (e.g., a vdley, dome, or s m w  bark), which serves a kind of c1w for 1ocziting the 
humvee. In contrast, relating a feature on the map to the world is a kind of academic 
exercise, and it is striking that, except for the waypoints, the features identified at first on 
the topographic map were completely ignored later. Thus 34% of all statements relate 
world to map, more th.m t-wice as many as Map=>World. 
Of all the topic relations, the transition from Route in World to Map=>World is 
perhaps least logical, because it implies a shift from tdklng about the landscape to 
relating a feature in the map to the landscape. This explains why speaker exchange 
occurs when focusing on the world (i.e., while one speaker looks at the world, the other 
uses the opportunity to mention a mgp feature previously held in mind or perhaps under 
his finger). Neither B nor G mention Route in World and Map=>World in sequence @.e., 
GG and BB are missing in these two cells in Table 9). The only other sequence of topics 
thzt G crnits is :epe&ng ,MZp=>World. 
Notice that many more issues might have been considered in this analysis, such as 
the proportion of questions to assertions, the exchange of the pencil, the methods of 
establishing a co rnon  focus in the world or on the map, and the coordination with the 
scouts. 
Here we abstract from the data to characterize the navigation dialogues more 
broadly and evaluate the navigation-related hypotheses stated earlier. We begin by 
considering some basic questions about the navigation process: 
* What yexentage and amount of time was devoted to locating the Izumvee? 
60% of the utterances concern the location of the humvee (WorldaMap 
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* 
e 
c 
e 
c 
relations), accounting for roughly 18 min (.6 x 29 min, Table 2) or > 25% of 
the paused time (Table 1). 
Were the calls to stop to locate the humvee or to choose the route? The last 
six of the nine stops, occurring during the last hour, were to locate the humvee 
(e-g., zit 18:39, 3 says, “G, you need to h o w  exactly where we are... 
sometimes we need to stop for maybe 5 minbtes ...”), which provided 
How were decisions made about location and route? B and G each called for 
a location stop and map check three times during the last hour. B appears to be 
assisting by locating the hmvee in the map (World=>Map); G connects the 
projected map route to the world. B’s contributions to the navigation are a 
subset of G’s, fitting G’s role as navigator and R’s driving responsibility. 
How do they work? PVko initiates what? B worries more about location and G 
worries mere &out r o ~ t ~ .  Accordbgly, e& becomes more eggaged (more 
likelyto speak again), after their primary interest is mentioned. 
Are they explaining and justzfjling individual conclusions or solving pi-oblems 
together? During the two hours analyzed here, G is able to look at the maps 
and relate hem to the world during the hour that B is driving the vehicle, so 
he naturally has mcre cbsemations and thoughts tc ccnvey abczt the roc& and 
world-mq relzi6ons22ps.B dmost dilwzys preseiits location relations arid 
routes as questions, thus prompting G (this discourse pattern is called 
nzitigation18), the navigator, to make assertions. (For example, when G says, 
“%‘hat we need to do is just pick out a route,” B replies, “Does it make us go 
over this high point, or? no?”). 
Are all of the questions and statements necessary for the task? The dialogue is 
sharply focused on location and navigation, except for the interlude before the 
final stop, outlined earlier, when the uncertain route raised broader issues. 
Who stated the route first? Of 30 route remarks, B states 1 1 and G states 19. 
Could decisions have been made without stopping? Apparently not. The stops 
indicate that the humvee is moving too fast (< 10 km/hr!) for the navigator to 
follow the location on the map. Thus, if they didn‘t stop they would become 
lost. Also, the engine noise made it difficult to talk, and clearly the pilot 
contributes to identifying the location on the map (his primary focus). 
Does the navigator require help or just prefer to do the job together? The 
navigator needs some kind of assistance, but stopping was due to losing track 
of the current location on the map, not because of needing the pilot’s help. 
Were the scouts helping? The scouts role was to assist in route finding, ~ I _ .  but 
riding on an ATV. 
info-rm-a-~i-o-n-~e-q-~-e-d-f~o~~e-f~d-~~~- _. - - . __. - . -. _ _  
0 
. their paths complicated the location problem as they chose paths amenable to 
At this point, we can directly address the hypotheses stated earlier about navigation- 
related problems that prevented the humvee crew &om reaching the coast: 
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_ -  9 Aerial photographs were insuficient for navigation: Evidently true-locating 
the humvee caused significant overhead, including forced stops, and distracted 
the navigator from working with the scouts to plan routes. 
Ro~~uie needed io be plcitil.zned more gbbci@: TII.E--~EZZ c t b ~ ~ ~ l e s  the 
scouts were leading to unplanned detours, w h h  introduced mcertainty in the 
6vtidl-roate- mdmidc  cmttnicius reFl-&ni EECCZSS-W. 45 niin wwe- sperit 
finding a local route into a valley, which then caused a mechanical failure. 
Such terrain must be detected and avoided well in advance (preferably before 
the trip leaves base camp). 
Scouts didn’t provide needed local obstacle and route information: True-the 
crew learned that a rocky hiflside affects an A W  and a humvee on tracks 
differmtly. The -4TVs could not move sufficiently qui.ckJy to try different 
routes in advance of the humvee; the drivers were also impaired by rain and 
inadequate communications. The navigator was too busy locating the humvee 
to direct the scouts more appropriately. The scouts were not benefiting from 
rhe aerial photos at ail; their lack of shared orientation is evidenr when they 
coae together to talk (Figure 7). 
dle) reIates his map understanding to the scouts’ (mid conflicting sense Figure 7. G 
of direction. (Photo: W. Clancey/NASA Haughton Mars Project) 
The humvee traverse to the north coast of Devon Island provided an excellent 
authentic, yet experimental setting for studying how people navigate in unfamiliar terrain. 
The data show many intriguing patterns, which suggest that the pilot was interested to use 
the map (aerial photo) for locating the humvee and fmding a route, while the co-pilot’s 
interest reflected his role of finding a route in the world. The study relates to previous 
work that shows the inseparability of gesture and speech in such dialogs, as well as the 
regularity of conversational turn-taking. The patterns revealed here could be applied 
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directly for constructing a computer system that could use other sources of information 
(such as GPS and other maps) to naturally contribute to the human dialogue, in the 
manner of CapCom. More work is required to separate individual preferences in this 
particular crew from more generally shared patterns of narrative and reasoning (e.g., what 
woiilcl happen if B and G swapped roles?). 
The ~ x ~ r - ~ - e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - c l ~ l y  the%ijpoT@iice of EavZiig suTEien€ to%s €0 
locate the vehicle and to plan routes globally, avoiding terrain that will imperil the 
vehicle and its crew or cause long detours. Automatically locating the humvee on a map 
shared by the scouts would allow the navigator to spend more time looking ahead to plan 
routes and get relevant information fiom the scouts (e.g., by having them test particular 
paths). 
GPS \&70uId soIve the lqcatior, preblsp, but of cgme  could Egt in itse!fggnsmgtg a 
route plan. Some other method must be invented to find a route in advance, with robots or 
scout vehicles, perhaps using satellite or aerial photos to detect problematic terrain. Note 
that as the mechanical problem revealed, the issue is not merely finding a sufficiently 
level path, but identifying surfaces that are difficult or risky for the vehicle being used 
(e.g., consider how Opportxnity was str;ck cm Meridimi P l m ~ x  for a mmth in 2005). 
Impassable routes might be color-coded or shaded, just as Mars Exploration Rover 
planners marked out hillside areas where the sun's angle would prevent the solar cells 
from srzEcfently recharging the batteries. 
The planned route might be superimposed on aerial and/or topographic maps, and 
depicted as 3-d fly-through visualizations. The need to stop periodically to reflect on the 
quality of the route is certainly not precluded, and might be combined with rock and 
mineral sampling, deploying instruments, or resting. The difficulty of relating aerial and 
local perspectives is obvious in the navigation dialogues, and was mentioned by Cernan 
in his journal about Apollo 17: 
When I was near Nansen, I wanted to be sure in my mind what was to the north and 
what was back to the east, even if I couldn't see very far in those directions from the 
ground. I wanted to have a feel for where I was; not from a navigation point of view 
but from a geographic point of view. And then I wanted to understand the 
topography, which you can't fully appreciate until you literally get down to the 
surface. From orbit, Tracy's Rock (at Station 6) doesn't mean anything; but, when you 
get down iil there, YGU can appreciate the sfopes and the sizes of the boulders and the 
craters. 
Following the Apollo CapCom model, rather than limiting conversations back to 
base camp by design, why not rely on someone there to help the crew? An aerial balloon 
or high-resolution satellite images might have been used by an assistant back at camp or 
even on Earth, comparing with photos sent back from the humvee to confirm and replan 
routes. 
The difficulty of communicating with the scouts demonstrates that considerable 
thought must be devoted to designing robots that would perform a similar task. First, 
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teleoperation from the vehicle would require at least a third crew member, which is 
plausible. A good follow-up experiment might involve having a third person in the 
humvee mediate the work of the scouts by continuous communication with them on a 
voice loop. The scout interactions shows that their actions must be more restricted to 
czi.hin h d s  of a&oiis and follow de&iied p r ~ t ~ ~ o i s ,  io provide useful information for 
design of robotic scouts. This in twin requires considering =ore carefully what kind of 
informatioz is- desfred- rn-d%oT it- $hmId k Conveyed: Fm eXm-pE,- fie- aS@rit- scout 
might be tasked with only conz.mzing a globally planned route, whose path would be 
visible on a display to the crew and known by the scout (whether a person or robot). 
How might a computer agent have helped tlie crew? Notice that the navigator and 
pilot are coordinating the routes of the two scouts, the proximal path of the humvee, and 
the global route of the hunivee. Add to this work the need perhaps to periodically manage 
the huinvee's trmqmrt, and life-support systems, and to intex-verie to teleoperattts a strzck 
robot (18:46-"Uh oh, our robot's broken ... how you doing <SI>?). Aside from basic 
location tracking and automating reports back to the support crew at base camp, an agent 
might providing basic caution and warning to the vehicle crew about systems and the 
state of the robots. in designing such agents, (ne present experiment shows the value of 
we!!-defi,ned prstocds, ever, in snch real-life SiPdations, so pzrticdzr methods c m  be 
tested. Is  tkzs respect, the operations1 test wzs a success, 6s tlie expei-imeiit estzblisbed 
that the navigation method was inadequate for the task: In such terrain with such a 
vehicle, efficient, reliable navigation requires a-n, automated positionhg system and 
detailed planning on maps witli better than 1 m resolution. 
As we believe the experiment and analysis shows, we are ready to go back to 
Devon Island and try again with different equipment and new procedures. Surely this is 
the advantage of an analog site in preparing for planetary expeditions: The chance to try 
and try again, so when we go to Mars, we will know what to build and how to prepare. 
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